<Buzzard> The Seleya was en-route to Starbase 13 for much needed repairs, maintenance, overhaul and so on. En-Route the Seleya picked up a distress call from Catlianna - an Orion female <Yep the green skinned variety and skimpily clad as well>. Catlianna claims that she was attacked, her ship was severely damaged and life support was failing.... 
<Buzzard> Commander Hazzem beamed Catlianna aboard the Seleya just before her life support failed. Catlianna claims that she managed to destroy the attacker before her ship was severely damaged. Commander Hazzem has just met with Catlianna, this is were we pick up today.... 
<Buzzard> Oh yeah there was an area in the cargo hold that sensors could not penetrate, despite the crews best efforts to scan it. 
<Buzzard> Continue with***Mission***
<Buzzard> Continue with***Mission*** 
<SO_Emrys> ::at SCI1, attempting to locate the source of the Orions antagonists:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> ::at TAC1 on the bridge:: 
<OPS_Morgan> ::on the bridge scanning the freighter:: 
<Catliana> ::waiting to be escorted to sickbay :: 
<TO_Darklighter> ::in TL:: 
<CNS_Samantha> ::Walking with Catliana, wondering where is the OPS:: 
<ACO_Hazzem> Catliana: First we need to make a medical check up on you 
<MO_Mercz> ::in sickbay. waiting for the Orions to arrive:: 
<Catliana> ::Doesn't feel comfortable with the CNS at all:: 
<OPS_Morgan> ::chewing bubble gum and alters the scan frequency.. blows a bubble and looks over at the temp FCO.. grins:: 
<CNS_Samantha> ::Glares at Catliana again, trying to remember where she remembers her from:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> *TO* Report 
<Catliana> CNS: Do I trouble you at all 
<ACO_Hazzem> *MO* Hazzem to Sickbay, have you sickbay ready? 
<TO_Darklighter> *CTO* I am in TL 1 sir, i'm on my way to report to the ACO 
<CNS_Samantha> Catliana: I'm sure I know you from some where ::Narrows her eyes:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> *TO* hmm. Vekasi out. 
<OPS_Morgan> ::scans the small Peregrine class vessel.. makes a note it's similar to the Maquis.. that don't make her happy all of a sudden:: 
<MO_Mercz> *ACO* Sickbay is ready, just waiting for the patient 
<SO_Emrys> ::scans for any ion trails leading away from the Orions last known co-ordinates:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> ::scans the debris:: 
<Catliana> CNS: maybe you have .... maybe you haven't ... how far is it to this sickbay and why have I got to go there 
<CNS_Samantha> Catliana: Hrm, I think it's here ::Looks at her PADD:: 
<ACO_Hazzem> Catliana: We just need to make a medical check on you 
<CNS_Samantha> ::Points at a nearby door:: 
<ACO_Hazzem> ::Reaches the TL and presses the PADD for it:: 
<Catliana> ACO: I'm concerned about my ship 
<OPS_Morgan> ::or actually what's left of a small Vessel.. out of shear boredom from failing to get clear scan of the Freighter:: 
<CNS_Samantha> ::Smiles at the ACO, observing him move:: 
<ACO_Hazzem> Catliana: Your ship is in good hands, Catliana. I'm sending an engineering team over 
<TO_Darklighter> ::crosses his arms and leans against the wall of the TL:: 
<MO_Mercz> ::pics up medical tricorder to make sure it's in working order:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> ::notices there is nothing unusual about the debris:: ACO: Sir, I would like to take a look at our guests ship if I may? 
<OPS_Morgan> ::blows another bubble and pokes on the console:: 
<Catliana> ACO: Well the quicker you get it done the quicker you can be on your way and I can as well 
<CNS_Samantha> ::Begins walking to the sickbay:: Catliana, ACO: Here we go ::Pauses:: I think.. 
<CTO_Vekasi> <delete last> 
<Catliana> ::Looks and walks through the door looking around sickbay:: 
<OPS_Morgan> CTO: If your going to do that I suggest wearing EVA suites type 3 
<ACO_Hazzem> ::Enters the TL, sees TO:: 
<ACO_Hazzem> CNS/Catliana: Over here ::waves to the TL:: 
<CNS_Samantha> ::Enters the sickbay and notices the MO, she smiles and points at Catliana:: 
<TO_Darklighter> ::jumps to attn:: ACO: Sir, Ens. Darklighter reporting as ordered 
<CTO_Vekasi> OPS: I don't think its necessary after all. 
<MO_Mercz> Catliana, CNS: ::looks over:: Welcome to sickbay 
<ACO_Hazzem> ::Nods to TO, walks behind CNS and Catliana entering sickbay:: TO: report 
<OPS_Morgan> CTO: well I can't get a clear reading off that ship and I am not bringing something over here that I can't scan 
<OPS_Morgan> CTO: for all we know it could be a bunch of Jem'Hadar! 
<Catliana> ::Looks the MO up and down deciding she likes the look of this one :: 
<CNS_Samantha> MO: Hrm.. do your thing ::Grins:: 
<MO_Mercz> Catliana: ::points to one of the beds::Please have a seat 
<SO_Emrys> ::looks over at Ensign Morgan, surprised at her tone of voice used for her superior:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> OPS: You want to investigate further? 
<TO_Darklighter> ::follows the ACO and whispers so Catliana wont hear him:: ACO: We have been 
unable to scan the Orion's cargo bay, whatever they have, they don't want us to know what it is 
<Catliana> ::Seductively walks over to the seat and sits down :: 
<OPS_Morgan> CTO: you bet your sweet bippy 
<CNS_Samantha> ::Walks after Catliana, observing her move:: 
<ACO_Hazzem> ::Pulls TO gently to a corner:: TO: Anything worked? 
<CTO_Vekasi> ::smiles:: OPS: Suggestions? 
<OPS_Morgan> OPS: environmental suite number 3.. good serial number.. 
<MO_Mercz> Catliana: I'm just going to scan you with my tricorder ::begins scan from head to toe:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> *ACO* Captain are you free to talk privately for a few minutes? 
<Catliana> ::Smiles at the MO:: MO: Your not going to use your hands ::grins:: 
<ACO_Hazzem> *CTO* I'll be at the bridge shortly 
<OPS_Morgan> <err CTO: .. :p at the crew> 
<TO_Darklighter> ACO: No sir, I've tried almost everything, may I suggest I beam over and take a look at their cargo 
<CNS_Samantha> Catliana: So, are you in the mood to tell me what happened while the lovely MO over here will fix you up? 
<ACO_Hazzem> CNS/MO: Would you please take care of our guest? ::nods and walks with TO to the 
TL:: TL:Bridge 
<CTO_Vekasi> OPS: What's our current position? 
<Catliana> ::Glares a t the CNS for distracting her ::CNS: I told you we were attacked 
<OPS_Morgan> CTO: full stop.. 
<CTO_Vekasi> OPS: position, not speed. 
<CNS_Samantha> Catliana: Who attacked you then? ::Jumps on a nearby biobed:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> SO: What is your current task? 
<OPS_Morgan> CTO: well we are stopped and in space.. 
<ACO_Hazzem> TO: It seems it is the only thing we have, as soon as we reach the bridge we will decide who goes to the freighter 
<Catliana> CNS: We didn't have time to find out unfortunately... they just came out of warp and attacked 
us 
<CNS_Samantha> ::Notices the ACO left, she frowns:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> OPS: Coordinates. 
<OPS_Morgan> CTO: oh.. those.. 
<CNS_Samantha> Catliana: Any idea who might want to attack you? 
<TO_Darklighter> ::nods his head at the ACO:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> ::chuckles:: OPS: feeling OK? 
<CNS_Samantha> <ideas> 
<MO_Mercz> ::spots a laceration on Catlianas arm:: 
<Catliana> ::Looks back at the MO and smiles::MO: So am I fit and healthy 
<ACO_Hazzem> ::Enters the bridge with the TO:: CTO: Report 
<TO_Darklighter> ::Walks over to tac 2:: 
<OPS_Morgan> ::looks over at the other console:: CTO:yep.. we are.. sector 54-8 at 45.02 mark 120.5 
<CNS_Samantha> Catliana: Well? 
<CTO_Vekasi> OPS: Thankyou. ::nods at TO:: 
<ACO_Hazzem> ::Walks over to the command chair:: CTO: Report 
<SO_Emrys> CTO/ACO: Currently slaving Flight Control to SCI1, sir. 
<Catliana> CNS : well what Ive told you !! 
<OPS_Morgan> SO: hot dog.. then I can do back to internal ship stuff.. 
<MO_Mercz> Catliana: One moment! :: pics up dermal regenerator and heals the laceration:: You can get down now, you perfectly healthy 
<SO_Emrys> ::slaves the FCO console to SCI1:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> ACO: Everything is normal, still no luck finding out what is in that ship, but I have an idea, well OPS and myself anyway. 
<CNS_Samantha> ::Shrugs:: Catliana: I asked who might want to attack you 
<Catliana> MO: Healthy enough for you to show me around the ship 
<ACO_Hazzem> CTO/OPS: Well, let me hear it 
<SO_Emrys> ::grins at the OPS, already taking a liking to her outspoken nature:: 
<OPS_Morgan> SO: are you sure you wouldn't like to come down here? nicer view of the main screen.. ::points to FCO Binky who fell asleep at the console:: 
<Catliana> ::Sighs:: CNS I told you I do not know ... they came out of warp and fired on us 
<CNS_Samantha> ::Stares at the MO, really getting annoying by Catliana now:: 
<CNS_Samantha> Catliana: I asked.. ::Frowns:: never mind 
<MO_Mercz> Catliana: Me! yes 
<SO_Emrys> ::goes a little red:: OPS: It's okay .... I can do it from here ..... but thanks.... 
<ACO_Hazzem> SO: You have the bridge ::Walks into the Ready room:: 
<OPS_Morgan> SO: ok no problem.. 
<SO_Emrys> ::blinks at the ACO:: ACO: Aye, sir. 
<CTO_Vekasi> ACO: Sir, maybe if we get closer to the ship, we could find out what's in it. 
<CNS_Samantha> ::Shocked by the MO comment:: MO: Aren't you on a duty shift now? 
<Catliana> ::Smiles at the MO:: MO: So where would the best place to start ? 
<MO_Mercz> CNS: I was going to ask first 
<CTO_Vekasi> ACO: So we could beam aboard with EVA suits and see what they have. 
<CNS_Samantha> ::Turns her head around and sighs:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> ACO: Or if we need to, space walk it. 
<CTO_Vekasi> ACO: What do you think? 
<ACO_Hazzem> CTO: We have a debris field there and I don't trust it, the best we can do is send a team inside and we find what we want to find. 
<Catliana> CNS: I'm sure the Captain will not mind ... I mean I am a guest after all 
<CTO_Vekasi> ACO: That's what I said ::smiles politely:: 
<CNS_Samantha> Catliana: Sure, what do I know ::Mumbles:: 
<OPS_Morgan> ::pokes at another button and flushes some ones toilet.. grins and likes her job:: 
<ACO_Hazzem> CTO: The Seleya is not in a shape to be struck by surprise, we need to keep distance away from any danger 
<MO_Mercz> Catliana: Hold on one moment! *ACO* Requesting permission to take Catliana on a tour of the ship 
<CTO_Vekasi> ACO: A shuttle then? they are more manoeuvrable. 
<SO_Emrys> TO: What's our shield and weapons status? 
<CNS_Samantha> MO, Catliana: Well, I'm going with you 
<Catliana> ::looks hopefully at the MO:: 
<ACO_Hazzem> *MO* Granted, make sure she is comforted to the highest levels 
<CTO_Vekasi> ::waits for ACO's next excuse:: 
<TO_Darklighter> SO: Weapons and shields are fully charged 
<MO_Mercz> *ACO* Will do! Mo out! 
<OPS_Morgan> ACO: sir.. 
<CNS_Samantha> ::Doesn't like this one bit:: 
<SO_Emrys> TO: And the shield status of the Orion vessel? How badly damaged is it? 
<ACO_Hazzem> CTO: A shuttle is more vulnerable to any danger. I want you to select a team and beam over; I want to know what they have that is so important to be attacked 
<OPS_Morgan> ::turns her chair to look at the ACO:: 
<MO_Mercz> CNS: If those are your whishes you are welcome to come 
<CTO_Vekasi> ACO: Ops and myself could go. We are thinking on the same sort of wavelength. 
<Catliana> ::Gets up from the seat and takes the MO's arm ::MO: After you ... Since you do know this ship better than me 
<CNS_Samantha> ::Glares at the MO:: 
<OPS_Morgan> ::that's scary isn't.. grins:: 
<Catliana> ::gives the CNS a sarcastic smile:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> OPS: Come with me please *MO* We need someone with medical expertise please 
<CNS_Samantha> ::Smiles at the sudden comm. signal:: 
<ACO_Hazzem> *MO* Belay that continue with the tour 
<OPS_Morgan> ::logs off the OPS console and stands up.. heading for the TL:: *MO*: please bring a kit specialised for deep space 
<OPS_Morgan> *MO*: neve mind 
<ACO_Hazzem> ::Looks at SO:: CTO: he's the best man for the job 
<CNS_Samantha> ::Tightens her hand to a fist:: 
<MO_Mercz> *ACO* Understood 
<SO_Emrys> ::blinks at the ACO for the second time in a matter of minutes:: ACO: Sir? 
<CTO_Vekasi> self: hmm. SO: please ::indicates for the SO to join the away team:: 
<MO_Mercz> CNS: Sorry Councillor 
<OPS_Morgan> ::scratches head and gets in the TL:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> ::enters the turbolift and waits for the SO and OPS:: 
<CNS_Samantha> MO: Let's just go ::Gets up and begins walking away:: 
<SO_Emrys> ::nods to the CTO and ACO, signalling for a nearby hovering redshirt to man SCI1:: 
<ACO_Hazzem> SO: I trust you will find what we're looking for ::a shadow of a smile appear:: 
<Catliana> MO: Are we ready to leave yet and could you please ask that nice ACO of yours when my ship will be repaired 
<TO_Darklighter> ::walks to tac 1:: 
<SO_Emrys> ACO: I hope so, sir. ::enters the TL:: 
<OPS_Morgan> ::grabs and pulls the SO in the TL so the door can shut..:: 
<MO_Mercz> Catliana: Please follow me, as you already know this is Sickbay 
<CTO_Vekasi> ::initiates the turbolift:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> OPS: can you get on the back of a medical officer to accompany us please. 
<MO_Mercz> *ACO* Our guest is wondering when here ship will be repaired 
<OPS_Morgan> CTO: we need to get some supplies.. phasers.. lights.. medical tricorder.. and a standard one.. 
<ACO_Hazzem> ::Looks at the TO, sighs a little:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> OPS: Thankyou, this isn't my first away mission. 
<SO_Emrys> ::frowns at the OPS manager for a moment, then forgets it, smiling to himself:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> ::exits the turbolift when it stops:: 
<ACO_Hazzem> *MO* We are assembling a team to send it over to the freighter, it will take hours before it is repaired 
<OPS_Morgan> ::folds arms as the TL stops:: CTO: I wasn't implying that 
<Catliana> MO: I don't suppose we go pass your quarters at all 
<OPS_Morgan> ::marches out of the TL and turns the hall to get the suites:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> OPS: I'm sure you weren't ::smiles:: forget it I was joking 
<CTO_Vekasi> ::gets into his suit:: 
<CNS_Samantha> ::Turns to look at the MO and Catliana:: Catliana: No, we are not!! 
<OPS_Morgan> ::enters the TR1 with 4 suites.. a red err blue shirt MO.. and the equipment:: 
<MO_Mercz> Catliana: Yeah what the CNS said 
<SO_Emrys> ::follows the other crewmembers:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> ::hands out standard phasers and rifles:: OPS/SO: you never know. 
<OPS_Morgan> ::gets suited up and stand on the TR pad with MO Target:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> OPS: do you have containers? 
<CNS_Samantha> MO: Let's take her to the lounge 
<OPS_Morgan> CTO: containers? what for.. 
<ACO_Hazzem> TO: Keep your eyes and ears open for anything ::Frowns a little, very worried about the team:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> OPS: You never know what we may find. 
<TO_Darklighter> ACO: Aye sir 
<OPS_Morgan> CTO: I am not bring some weird alien back to the ship.. that's what transporters are for.. 
<CTO_Vekasi> OPS: do you have to argue with everything I say? 
<MO_Mercz> Catliana: Is that alright with you 
<OPS_Morgan> TR Chief: ready on your mark 
<OPS_Morgan> CTO: no.. 
<CTO_Vekasi> OPS/SO: Ok listen up. Our main objective is to find out what is on that ship. ::smiles as 
OPS answers:: 
<Catliana> CNS/MO: Okay .... oh how about the . hmm you have a bar here or .. Engineering ..... or the 
bridge 
<SO_Emrys> ::nods:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> OPS/SO: We'll stick together. I know it may take longer, but it's safer, and keep comm channels open all the time. 
<CNS_Samantha> Catliana: Bar ::Pulls the MO gently by the arm:: 
<ACO_Hazzem> TO: Keep a constant lock on the team; any signs of danger beam them aboard 
<SO_Emrys> CTO: Will we be entering the ship manually, in suits? 
<Catliana> ::Pulls the MO back to her:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> OPS/SO: We'll start on the bridge and work down. be prepared for anything. 
<TO_Darklighter> ::nods his head at the ACO:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> OPS/SO: any questions? 
<CNS_Samantha> ::Pulls the MO harder:: 
<Catliana> MO: Does she have to come with us 
<OPS_Morgan> CTO: right 
<CTO_Vekasi> SO: We'll transport 
<Catliana> ::Pulls him back :: CNS: Protective aren't we 
<SO_Emrys> ::nods - relieved - as he finishes putting on the EV suit:: 
<MO_Mercz> Catliana: I can't stop here from coming 
<CTO_Vekasi> OPS/SO: ready? ::can't help but laugh when he sees the SO's reaction:: SO: but we can if you want to! 
<Catliana> MO: I'm sure you can just tell the ACO of yours she's annoying me 
<CNS_Samantha> ::Pulls him even harder:: Catliana: Ha! 
<OPS_Morgan> CTO: yes for the 3rd time 
<SO_Emrys> CTO: Ah, no sir. I'm ready. 
<Catliana> ::Pulls him back:: CNS: This is a fight you will not win 
<CNS_Samantha> Catliana: That's what you think ::Pulls him back:: 
<MO_Mercz> CNS, Catliana: Do I have to call security ::sighs:: 
<SO_Emrys> ::begins to sweat as he feels constricted in his EV suit:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> OPS: please...I am getting irritated by your constant obnoxiousness. ::steps up on the transporter pad:: 
<OPS_Morgan> CTO: right.. 
<CTO_Vekasi> ::transports:: 
<SO_Emrys> ::steps up onto the Transporter Pad:: 
<Catliana> MO: Well if she leaves us be then I will behave 
<ACO_Hazzem> ::Eyebrows narrow:: TO: Can you get anything from the debris field? 
<CNS_Samantha> ::Frowns and let's go of the MO, noticing the MO and Catliana are falling from the shock:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> @ ::materialises on the bridge of the vessel and looks around, phaser ready:: 
<OPS_Morgan> @:: materialises on the freighter and looks around.. :: 
<SO_Emrys> ::nods to the TR operator that he is ready, and transports to the same location as the CTO:: 
<MO_Mercz> Catliana, CNS: We will visit engineering first 
<CNS_Samantha> Catliana: You win ::Grins:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> @SO: ah nice of you to join us. 
<TO_Darklighter> ACO: Nothing new sir 
<SO_Emrys> @::materialises on the bridge, and begins to look around, familiarising himself with the 
ships systems:: 
<CNS_Samantha> MO: Ask the ACO first 
<OPS_Morgan> @ ::takes a scan with the tricorder:: CTO/SO: well the sensor dead zone is this way.. 
<Catliana> ::Smiles:: MO: You know I very good at engineering... in more ways than one 
<SO_Emrys> @::follows OPS:: 
<CNS_Samantha> @::Her eyes widen:: Catliana: What did you say to him?! 
<ACO_Hazzem> TO: Can you possibly identify what type of vessel that formed this field? 
<CTO_Vekasi> @OPS/SO: one second. 
<MO_Mercz> Catliana: Follow Me ::exits sickbay and head for turbolift:: *ACO* Permission to go to engineering! 
<SO_Emrys> @::turns to the CTO:: 
<Catliana> CNS: What I said to him does not concern you ....... 
<OPS_Morgan> @ CTO: with all due respect.. while you look here we can check out the cargobay.. sir 
<CNS_Samantha> ::Turns her head away from the MO:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> @ SO: you think we can get power into these quickly? 
<TO_Darklighter> ACO: I can try sir, but i'm not promising anything 
<SO_Emrys> @CTO: Into what, sir? 
<ACO_Hazzem> *MO* Granted, keep it basic ::Hopes the MO gets the point:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> @OPS: We'll do this my way or you'll go back to the Seleya. Please have more patience. there is no rush. 
<ACO_Hazzem> ::Nods:: TO: Do it 
<OPS_Morgan> @CTO: right 
<CTO_Vekasi> @SO: oh sorry. the consoles 
<MO_Mercz> ::enters turbolift:: 
<OPS_Morgan> @ :: walks over and leans on the wall.. tinkering with her tri-corder:: 
<CNS_Samantha> ::Smiles at the ACO last comment, she grins at Catliana:: 
<SO_Emrys> @::looks at the consoles, then moves over to one of them, tapping a few buttons:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> @::smiles at OPS to let her know he doesn't mean anything personally.:: 
<Catliana> ::follows the MO in to the TL:: MO: So how long have you been in starfleet 
<SO_Emrys> @CTO: I'll do my best, sir. 
<CTO_Vekasi> @ SO: how long? 
<CNS_Samantha> ::Walks after them, feeling left out:: 
<OPS_Morgan> @ Mumbles: no rush.. stick together.. not like we are in danger and need to get out of 
here ASAP.. just because we don't know what's on this ship with us, 
<MO_Mercz> Catliana: Not to long, only about 6 months 
<OPS_Morgan> @ Grumbles: oh no of course not.. 
<SO_Emrys> @CTO: Standby, sir. 
<CTO_Vekasi> @OPS: shut up. I can hear you mumbling. anyone would think you had a problem with the command structure 
<Catliana> ::Looks at him:: MO: Why starfleet ? 
<OPS_Morgan> @OPS: right.. sir.. ::keeps messing with her tricorder..:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> @ SO: Ok forget it. Lets go. OPS: lead the way please 
<SO_Emrys> @CTO: Sir, the whole of the ships systems are down. We need a compatible power source to power up the computer 
<CNS_Samantha> ::Rolls her eyes:: 
<MO_Mercz> Computer: Engineering 
<CNS_Samantha> Self: She is so direct ::Thinks:: I like her style 
<OPS_Morgan> @ CTO: sure.. ::leaves the bridge and follows her tricorder to the access hatch since there isn't any real power to the ship..:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> @ SO: too much trouble for now. lets go find out what they have. OPS: lets go then 
<SO_Emrys> @::nods:: CTO: Aye, sir. 
<SO_Emrys> @::follows the CTO/OPS:: 
<MO_Mercz> Catliana: My Father was an Ambassador, so I wanted to see what he was working towards 
<CTO_Vekasi> @ OPS: what are you reading? anything unusual? 
<ACO_Hazzem> ::Paces back and a fourth:: 
<OPS_Morgan> @ ::turns her mag-boots off and floats down the tunnel to the cargobay deck:: 
<Catliana> CNS: Don't you ever go away 
<CNS_Samantha> Catliana: Don't you? 
<TO_Darklighter> ACO: The vessel which caused the field is a Danube class freighter sir 
<OPS_Morgan> @::turns them back on and attaches side ways to the wall:: CTO: about 30 meters from here.. this deck ::points to the hatch: 
<Catliana> CNS: You were the ones that beamed me across, at you are at the moment very hostile ... I shall make a report to starfleet 
<MO_Mercz> ::feels the turbolift come to a halt and exits:: Catliana: Follow me 
<CTO_Vekasi> @ ::keeps following OPS:: OPS: are you detecting any forcefields that may block our 
progress? 
<Catliana> ::follows the MO:: 
<ACO_Hazzem> *CNS* Hazzem to Councillor Ivanova, report the bridge 
<CNS_Samantha> Catliana: Trust me, when I will remember who you are I will do the same ::Smiles at 
her:: 
<ACO_Hazzem> ::Stares at the TO:: TO: Danube? 
<Catliana> CNS: I believe you have your calling 
<OPS_Morgan> @ CTO: no.. but I still can't get a clear reading of anything beyond 15 meters from 
here.. 
<CNS_Samantha> ::Frowns at the sudden beep:: *ACO* But.. on my way, Sir. 
<CTO_Vekasi> @ OPS: any suggestions why? 
<TO_Darklighter> ACO: Yes sir, Danube is an old class sir 
<Catliana> ::Gins at the CNS:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> @SO: what do you think is blocking sensors? 
<SO_Emrys> @CTO: A dampening field perhaps? 
<CNS_Samantha> ::Growls:: TL: Redirect the TL to the Bridge 
<OPS_Morgan> @CTO: dampening field.. cloaking technology 
<Catliana> MO: Now that's better .. just the two of us 
<OPS_Morgan> @CTO: won't know till we get there... 
<ACO_Hazzem> TO: But Starfleet stopped making them a long time ago 
<OPS_Morgan> @ ::opens the hatch to the deck:: 
<MO_Mercz> ::enters main engineering:: Catliana: This is engineering, the heart of the ship 
<CTO_Vekasi> @SO/OPS: yes, both possible explanations. Are there any known cases of cargo that naturally blocks sensors? 
<ACO_Hazzem> ::Is stunned by the fact a Starfleet ship attacked an Orion freighter:: 
<SO_Emrys> @::ponders:: CTO: I doubt it would be something of a natural phenomena, sir. 
<OPS_Morgan> @ ::enters the deck and turns off her boot again.. floats over the floor using the wall to move:: 
<Catliana> ::Looks around ME fascinated by everything :: MO: Do you know how any of this works ? 
<TO_Darklighter> ACO: well it's danube sir, maybe it was captured years ago 
<CNS_Samantha> ::Enters the Bridge, she seems annoyed:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> @ ::sees the door:: OPS/SO: suggestions? 
<OPS_Morgan> @ ::attaches to the ceiling and hangs up side down:: SO: you see this on your tri-
corder? 
<SO_Emrys> @::sees the doorway covered with ablative armour:: CTO/OPS: I'll wager there's our target. 
<CNS_Samantha> ::But when she notices the ACO, she smiles and walks to him:: 
<SO_Emrys> @::pulls his tricorder out from his EV suit:: OPS: See what? 
<MO_Mercz> Catliana: A bit from my academy days, but i'm no engineer 
<CNS_Samantha> ACO: Yes sir? ::Rolls the "r":: 
<ACO_Hazzem> TO: Try to find more info about the ship ::Turns to CNS's smile:: CNS: Well? what do you think? 
<CTO_Vekasi> @ OPS/SO: the ablative armour... 
<Catliana> ::Keeps looking around ME walks passed the MSM and the pool table and walks over to the Chiefs station to look:: MO: Oh please tell me what you know 
<OPS_Morgan> @ SO: that's it's Ablative armour.. and starfleet to boot.. 
<CTO_Vekasi> @OPS/SO: where did they get that from. It looks starfleet too. 
<OPS_Morgan> @CTO: can you find the door controls? maybe we can blow them 
<CTO_Vekasi> @ OPS: where could they get starfleet armour? 
<OPS_Morgan> @ ::slaps head:: self: ok.. I'm just gonna stand here from now on.. 
<SO_Emrys> @CTO/OPS: It's definitely Starfleet. ::examines the tricorder readings:: 
<CNS_Samantha> ACO: Well, she seems suspicious to me.. and she is too.. curious.. and mean.. and too direct ::Stops:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> @ ::shoots the door locks:: 
<MO_Mercz> ::walks up to Catliana:: 
<SO_Emrys> @CTO: Sir ....... 
<ACO_Hazzem> ::Raises an eyebrow at the CNS:: CNS: Is that a personal opinion or a professional analysis by a starfleet councillor? 
<OPS_Morgan> @ ::walks along the ceiling till she reaches the wall and starts looking for door controls or booby traps:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> @ SO: what is it? 
<SO_Emrys> @::too late, he steps forward, wishing the CTO hadn't done that:: 
<Catliana> ::looks at the chiefs consol and looks at the flows to and from the M/ARA in amazement:: 
<CNS_Samantha> ACO: Why can't it be both? ::Sighs:: 
<SO_Emrys> @CTO: Too late sir, I was hoping we could have bypassed the door controls. 
<MO_Mercz> Catliana: I'm a doctor not an engineer 
<OPS_Morgan> @ ::screams as the shot bounces close to her:: 
<CNS_Samantha> ACO: Fine, she seems suspicious to me, that's my "professional analysis" ::Smiles 
even more:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> @ SO: if there were booby traps they would have gone off now. 
<SO_Emrys> @CTO: I meant to open the door. 
<OPS_Morgan> @CTO: you idiot! that stuff was designed for that! 
<Catliana> Self: I wonder what this will do ::hits a few buttons causing a fluctuation in the power flow to a mass degree:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> @ SO: well you have a chance. I didn't even damage it. 
<ACO_Hazzem> CNS: In what way `suspicious`? ::tries to resist those smiles:: 
<OPS_Morgan> @CTO: you almost shot me! 
<CTO_Vekasi> @ OPS: how dare you call me an idiot. one more wrong word from you and you are 
returning to the Seleya. Do you understand? 
<CNS_Samantha> ::Starts to talk a bit softer:: ACO: Well, she asks too much questions.. and she seems to be hiding some thing 
<OPS_Morgan> @CTO: I think I would be safer 
<Buzzard> ACTION: Power flow causes the warp core to destabilise 
<Catliana> MO; I bet you love that saying :: reconfigure the computer a small amount so it cannot do a 
shutdown:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> @ OPS: very well. return to the USS Seleya right away and chose a replacement. 
<Catliana> MO: Oh what have I done 
<MO_Mercz> Catliana: What are you doing!! ::runs to the console and corrects the power flow:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> @ OPS: and what do you mean I almost shot you? It wasn't near you! 
<CTO_Vekasi> @ SO: what? why? 
<OPS_Morgan> @CTO: booby trap? 
<ACO_Hazzem> CNS: Well we're trying to find what they're hiding, but what do you mean by many 
questions? 
<Catliana> ::walks over to the MO and hits him hard over the head knocking him out :: 
<Buzzard> <COMPUTER> Warning Warp core has destabilised and will overload in 3 minutes 
<CNS_Samantha> ACO: Well, let's just say I have a feeling she is doing some thing in ME as we speak 
<MO_Mercz> ::falls to the ground:: 
<ACO_Hazzem> ::Looks at the TO:: TO: Deal with it 
Buzzard> ACTION: The MO slumps to the floor 
<Catliana> ::Hits her little button for her ship systems:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> COMM: Seleya: Sir come in! 
<TO_Darklighter> ::looks at the ACO:: 
<ACO_Hazzem> ::Runs to the TL:: TL: Deck 36 *Security* I need a security team in Main Engineering 
now 
<Buzzard> ACTION: The power suddenly comes on the peregrine class ship 
<CNS_Samantha> ::Smiles:: Self: I told them 
<OPS_Morgan> @:: looks around the ship:: SO/CTO: ok.. we are in trouble now 
<CTO_Vekasi> @ OPS: why? 
<SO_Emrys> @::looks around, then moves over to a computer console:: 
<OPS_Morgan> @ CTO: the power came back on! 
<Buzzard> <COMPUTER> Warning warp core will destabilise in 2 minutes and 30 seconds 
<SO_Emrys> @::tries to find out what's causing the Seleyas warp core to destabilise:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> :;remembers ordering OPS to return to the Seleya, but decides to give her a last chance:: 
<ACO_Hazzem> ::Enters the ME, rushes over to the main computer:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> @ OPS: then lets use it. get that door open! 
<OPS_Morgan> @CTO: I can't very well get back.. the ship is gonna blow up.. we are stuck here and this ship has been reactivated! 
<Catliana> ::Transports across to her ship seeling all decks so anyone aboard is stuck:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> @ SO: why is the USS Seleya destabilising...wait. ::runs to the closest console and 
raises shields before any incoming transport 
<CNS_Samantha> ::Sits in her chair, shaking her head at the silly starfleet officers:: 
<ACO_Hazzem> ::Sees Catliana disappear, works on the computer to stabilise the core:: 
<OPS_Morgan> @ CTO: the internal force fields just came on.. 
<Buzzard> <Peregrine Computer> Internal automated defence systems are coming online, intruders will be eliminated 
<SO_Emrys> @ALL: What? 
<CTO_Vekasi> @ OPS: I bet you I know why. 
<SO_Emrys> @::tries to take weapons offline:: 
<Catliana> ::nods at her computer:: COMP: Acknowledge, carry on 
<CNS_Samantha> ::Presses a button on her console:: Com: At: SO: I suggest you will get back in here 
<CTO_Vekasi> @ OPS/SO: can we get power offline again from here? 
<ACO_Hazzem> ::Opens the console and reorders the wires:: 
<SO_Emrys> @COM: USS Seleya: Seleya, this is the away team! Respond! 
<CTO_Vekasi> @SO: NO! stop 
<OPS_Morgan> @ CTO/SO: oh geezzz! maybe the access tunnels.. SO: the power conduits.. can we 
blow them on this deck? 
<CNS_Samantha> Com: AT: SO: Do you wish to beam back with the AT? 
<Buzzard> <Computer> Warp core destabilisation in 2 minutes, evacuation of personal is advised 
<ACO_Hazzem> ::Tries to rearrange the power flow:: Computer: Rearrange power flow to the warp core 
<CTO_Vekasi> @SO: cut communication channels and lose you comm badges. 
<SO_Emrys> @COM: Seleya: Of course I do! Away team out. 
<SO_Emrys> @OPS: I can't blow them all from here, I don't know the systems well enough. 
<CTO_Vekasi> @ SO/OPS: it looks as if she rose all forcefields because she can't pinpoint our location. 
<CNS_Samantha> *ACO* Should I beam the AT back? 
<ACO_Hazzem> *TO* Evacuate all personnel from the stardrive to the saucer and standby to separate 
<Buzzard> <Computer> ACO: Access denied state correct protocols 
<TO_Darklighter> *ACO* aye sir 
<OPS_Morgan> @ ::shrugs and heads for the access tunnel.. draws a phaser and fires at a power junction:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> @SO/ OPS: Lets get cracking. 
<ACO_Hazzem> COMPUTER: Restart sequence on the console, Authorisation Hazzem Alpha 3 3 beta 
<ACO_Hazzem> *CNS* Get them off the freighter NOW 
<TO_Darklighter> COM: This is Ens. Darklighter, all personal are to evacuate the stardrive section 
<Buzzard> Action: Robotic arms drops from the ceiling and fires at the away team 
<Catliana> ::wishes she didn't have to hit the MO over the head ... she liked him wonders if she should 
beam him across :: 
<SO_Emrys> @::dives for cover behind a console:: 
<CNS_Samantha> ::Beams them back:: 
<OPS_Morgan> @ ::fires at the robotic arm:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> @OPS/SO: just go now! get to the power area! ::turns and fires at the arms with his 
rifle:: 
<OPS_Morgan> @ CTO: to where! 
<ACO_Hazzem> Computer: Arrange power flow as follows ::Enters power flow protocols:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> @ OPS/SO: dammit to power conduit 
<Catliana> ::Inputs the data she needs into her computer and scans the Seleya :: 
<Buzzard> <Computer> Sequence restarted, access in 3 minutes 
<Buzzard> <Computer> Warp core destabilisation in 1 minute 
<OPS_Morgan> @ ::shrugs and heads for the access tunnel.. draws a phaser and fires at a power 
junction:: 
<SO_Emrys> @::follows OPS Morgan:: 
<Computer> Warning - Warp Core breach imminent. 
<ACO_Hazzem> Computer: Eject the warp core, authorisation Hazzem Alpha 3 3 Beta 
<Buzzard> ACTION: Energy shield dissipates the return fire from the away team, just before they disappear in a transporter haze 
<Catliana> ::waits:: 
<Computer> ACO: Further authorisation required. 
<Catliana> ::Puts the Sel on main Viewer :: 
<CNS_Samantha> *ACO* Should I beam Catliana as well? 
<Catliana> ::raises her transporter inhibitors that she stole not so long ago:: 
<ACO_Hazzem> Computer: Eject warp core, Authorisation Hazzem Alpha 3 3 Beta. *TO*: Concur Warp Core Ejection. 
<CTO_Vekasi> :;materialises on Seleya:: OPS/SO: you ok? 
<SO_Emrys> ::materialises on board the Seleya:: CTO: Aye, sir. 
<TO_Darklighter> *ACO* aye sir 
<OPS_Morgan> CTO: yes 
<CNS_Samantha> ::Looks rather calm:: 
<Buzzard> <COMPUTER> Warp core ejection procedure initiated 
<Catliana> ::Locks on to one of her targets and beams some Torpedos in to her cargo area:: 
<ACO_Hazzem> *TO* Take us out of here NOW 
<CTO_Vekasi> SO: get back to where you need to be. 
<ACO_Hazzem> ::Carries the MO and rushes to the TL:: TL: Deck 12 
<TO_Darklighter> *ACO* Yes sir ::sets coarse:: 
<Buzzard> ACTION: Quantum torpedoes disappear from the Seleya's torpedo bays 
<SO_Emrys> ::nods, and begins running towards the TL:: TL: Bridge! 
<CTO_Vekasi> OPS: I will have a word with you after OK? 
<CNS_Samantha> ::Raises the shields again:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> OPS: get moving. ::runs after SO:: 
<OPS_Morgan> :: gets out of her suite and head for the TL.. then the bridge:: 
<SO_Emrys> ::waits for the CTO before allowing the TL doors to close:: 
<CNS_Samantha> Self: Maybe I should target her bridge ::Smiles at the idea:: 
<Buzzard> ACTION: The Seleya warp core is successfully ejected 
<ACO_Hazzem> ::Leaves the MO in sickbay with a crewmember:: TL: Bridge 
<Catliana> ::Sees the warp core locks on to it knowing to beam and ready to make it stabilised :: 
<Computer> ACO: Warp core has been ejected. 
<CTO_Vekasi> ::exits the turbolift and gets to tactical:: *ACO*: as you can see we didn't find out what 
she was hiding. She had starfleet armour blocking sensors. 
<CNS_Samantha> *ACO* Might I suggest firing on the warp core? 
<TO_Darklighter> ::moves to tac 2:: 
<ACO_Hazzem> ::Enters the bridge:: CTO: Red alert, ready phasers and torpedoes 
<CTO_Vekasi> TO: status 
<SO_Emrys> ::exits the TL and takes over from the Ensign manning SCI1:: 
<CNS_Samantha> ::Remains in her chair:: 
<Catliana> :: Sees the core transported onto her cargo bay successfully raises shields and goes in to warp:: 
<TO_Darklighter> CTO: We had to eject the warp core sir 
<Buzzard> ACTION: Catlianna's ship beams the ejected warp core on board 
<SO_Emrys> ACO: Sir, the core has just been beamed onto the Orion ship. 
<CTO_Vekasi> ACO: Aye sir. ::raises shields:: sir, if we can disrupt her shields we can get the core 
back. we could use a nadyon pulse. 
<ACO_Hazzem> ::Stomps the floor in anger:: 
<CNS_Samantha> ::Shakes her head:: 
<ACO_Hazzem> CTO: Disable that ship 
<Catliana> ::Goes into Warp 6 on her original course heading :: 
<CTO_Vekasi> ACO: or tractor her so she doesn't get away. 
<ACO_Hazzem> CTO: Do it 
<MO_Mercz> <Crewman> ::loads a hypospray with 25cc of coredazine and injects it into Mercz:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> SO: I'll need some help...::initiates a tractor to see if it holds:: 
<SO_Emrys> ::reroutes all power to the deflector dish:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> All: brace yourselves 
<CTO_Vekasi> ::programs a nadyon pulse:: 
<MO_Mercz> Crewman: ::awakes:: Were am I 
<Buzzard> ACTION: Catalianna's ship drops a quantum torpedo into the tractor beam before sending a feedback loop disengaging the tractor beam and disappearing in a flash of light 
<MO_Mercz> <Crewman> MO: Sickbay 
<ACO_Hazzem> ::Holds on to his chair:: 
<Buzzard> ACTION: Quantum torpedo impacts on the Seleya's shields 
<CTO_Vekasi> ::bangs the console:: self:dammit. ACO: I suggest you contact starfleet! 
<SO_Emrys> ALL: Brace for impact! 
<SO_Emrys> ::tries desperately to hold onto the railing:: 
<ACO_Hazzem> ::Flies off in the air, hits the floor pretty bad:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> ::manages to stay standing, but only just:: 
<Catliana> ::smiles to herself knowing how much she is going to make out of this :: 
<CTO_Vekasi> ::runs over to the ACO:: ACO: you OK? 
<ACO_Hazzem> ::Stands up slowly, nodding:: CTO: Damage report 
<CNS_Samantha> ::Turns to look at the ACO, she sighs:: 
<SO_Emrys> ACO: She's gone, sir ..... and our warp core with her. 
<CTO_Vekasi> ::helps the ACO up:: 
<TO_Darklighter> ::holds his arm and gets back up:: 
<MO_Mercz> Self: I know I should have never trusted an Orion ::hits hand on biobed:: 
<ACO_Hazzem> ::Hears the SO, rage gets the best of him:: 
<Catliana> ::has this sudden wish she took the MO with her - could have been fun :: 
<CTO_Vekasi> ACO: no damage to the hull. Shields down 15%. 
<CTO_Vekasi> ACO: Sir, I suggest you contact starfleet. 
<ACO_Hazzem> ::Turns his eyes to the CTO, then turns around and punches his way through the wall 
with his left wrapped arm:: 
<TO_Darklighter> ::starts shaking his arm:: 
<CTO_Vekasi> ACO: Sir! calm down! 
<CNS_Samantha> ::Gasps at the ACO, she gets up and catches him:: CTO: Help me, let's get him to 
sickbay 
<ACO_Hazzem> ::Gets his hand out:: CTO: Get an ensign to repair this 
<ACO_Hazzem> CTO: Take us back to our original course to Starbase 13 
<CNS_Samantha> ACO: You are coming with me 
<CTO_Vekasi> ACO: Sir, calm down. you need to go to sickbay 
<CTO_Vekasi> ACO: sir, for medical reasons and security reasons, I need you to go to sickbay. 
<CNS_Samantha> ::Sighs:: ACO: Don't make me do this 
<CTO_Vekasi> ::nods to the CNS to relieve the captain:: 
<ACO_Hazzem> ::Looks at his arm, bleeding:: CTO: Send a message to the nearest ship to tow us to 
Starbase 13, i'll be in sickbay 
<CTO_Vekasi> ACO: Aye sir. 

<Buzzard> ***End Mission***
<Buzzard> ***End Mission***



